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Instructions:
The question paper has 27 questions in all.
Marks are indicated against each question.
Questions from serial number 1 to 7 are very short answer type questions .Each question carries 1 mark.
Questions from serial number 8 to 18 are 3 mark questions. Answers of these questions should not exceed
80 words.
Questions from serial number 19 to 25 are 5 mark questions .Answer of these questions should not exceed
120 words.
Questions no 26 and 27 are map questions .Attempt it on the map and attach it in your answer sheet.
Q1.What is an epistolary novel? (1)
Q2.How much land is under net sown area in India?(1)
Q3.How many national parties are there in India?(1)
Q4.Explain the term Sexual division of labour.(1)
Q5.Give one example of informal sector of credit.(1)
Q6.ATM service comes under which se4ctor of economic activity?(1)
Q7. How is per capita income calculated?(1)
Q8. Trace the history of tricolor used during the national struggle.(3)
Q9.Why is Bombay referred to as city of dreams?(3)
Q10.State the three main causes for the rise of the novels in the 19th century
Europe.(3)
Q11.Describe the role of women in defending their territory in Vietnam in particular
during the war years.(3)
Q12.Elaborate any three reasons why communication is important in today’s
development.(3)
Q13.What are the different types of soils found in India? (3)
Q14.Do you think decentralization was needed in India. Justify by giving three
reasons.(3)

Q15.All social differences do not lead to social division. Elaborate.(3)
Q16.Name the three types of challenges in Democracy. Also mention one reform you
would suggest to improve democracy in India.(3)
Q17.Credit plays an important role in development. Support the statement with valuable
arguments.(3)
Q18. Public sector undertakes huge development projects for the welfare of people.
Justify with suitable examples.(5)
Q19.Who was the new leader and what was the new mode of struggle suggested by him in the
beginning of the 20th century India? Explain any three places where he organized it.(5)
Q20. Name the three main cropping seasons along with the months. Also describe the climatic
condition require for the growth wheat and rice.(5)
Q21.Classify different mineral resources according to their occurrence.(5)
Q22. How can you state that India is a federal country? Explain giving five points.(5)
Q23.State the various functions of political parties in a democracy. (5)
Q24.Self Help Groups are called the building blocks of the society. Give five points in support of
the statement.(5)
Q25.Describe all the rights enjoyed by the Consumers in the society.(5)
Q26.Identify and label the following on the map of India
a)The place where the Indian National Congress Session was held in Dec 1920
b)The place associated with the ‘Peasants Satyagraha’.
Q27.Identify and label
A-Iron ore mines
B Vishakhapatnam.
C Gandhinagar Software technology park

